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By Rudolf Steiner, C. von Arnim

Rudolf Steiner Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Atlantis: The Fate of a Lost
Land and Its Secret Knowledge, Rudolf Steiner, C. von Arnim, The wisdom contained in this book is
not derived via the usual methods of scholarly and historical research, and neither is it based on
theory or speculation. Rudolf Steiner acquired his original contribution to human knowledge from
metaphysical dimensions of reality which are hidden to most people - but visible to anybody who is
prepared to develop spiritual means of perception. With his philosophical and scientific training,
Steiner brought a new systematic discipline to the field of spiritual research, allowing for fully
conscious methods and comprehensive results. A natural seer, he cultivated his spiritual vision to a
high degree, enabling him to speak with authority on previously veiled mysteries. Samples of his
work is to be found in this book of edited texts, which brings together excerpts from his many talks
and writings on the subject of Atlantis. This volume also features an editorial introduction,
commentary and notes by Dr Andrew Welburn.
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Complete guide! Its this kind of very good read through. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your lifestyle span
is going to be transform the instant you complete looking over this book.
-- Reilly K eebler  IV-- Reilly K eebler  IV

This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this book to
understand.
-- Ethel Mills-- Ethel Mills
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